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employees
250+ 

GenAI Resolving Customer Issues - 
Q2 2023.  

Introduced GPT3 in production 
- Q1 2022 

$200M+
 investment

Interactions 
automated

4B+ 

customers
375+

85
countries 

served 

Leaders in AI-powered 
customer service 

Meet Ada

Our mission is to make customer 
service extraordinary for everyone. 
We do this by automatically resolving the 
most service inquiries with the least effort.
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We believe AI-first customer service is the future. 

Our investment: all product development and R&D 
budget is allocated towards advancing our Generative 
AI products. 

Our outcome-based pricing model: customers only 
pay for the conversations that were actually resolved.

“But from my perspective [setting up Ada] went much 
faster than we expected and has had better results.” 

-   Paul Teshima, Chief Client Experience Officer at Wealthsimple in Forbes 
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AI-first Product

Set & Measure AIʼs Impact Align AI with Humans Improve AI Continuously
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Defining Automated Resolution

An Automated Resolution (AR) refers to a fully 
automated interaction between a customer and a 
business that is relevant, safe, and accurate.      

It provides a means to measure whether a 
customer inquiry was resolved without the 
involvement of a human agent.

Measuring AIʼs impact

Automated 
Resolution

Accurate

SafeRelevant

Ada understands the 
customerʼs inquiry, and 

provides directly related help.

Ada interacts with the 
customer respectfully, and 

avoids risky topics.

Ada provides correct, 
up-to-date information.
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Measuring Automated Resolutions

Ada randomly samples 
conversations from your bot.

A large language model 
(LLM) assesses each for 
resolution using these 

criteria

The LLM labels 
conversations as “Resolved”, 

“Not Resolved”, with more 
accuracy than a human

Resolved automated 
conversations are marked as 

“Automated Resolutions”

Measuring AIʼs impact
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Track Adaʼs ability to resolve, not just deflect, 
customer inquiries and monitor for continuous 
improvement.

Accurately measure how 
effectively Ada automates 
resolutions

Automated Resolution Measurement

Measuring AIʼs impact
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Align AI with Human 
Guidance

Align AI w/ Humans
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Create rule-based policies to restrict certain 
actions or content based on information 
retrieved from a business system.

Ensure Ada follows your policies 
and procedures - every time

Policies

Align AI w/ Humans
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View the content Ada used to generate a reply, 
so itʼs easy to make changes and guidance

Understand the inputs & 
Reasoning  Ada used to resolve 
an inquiry

Reasoning Log

Align AI w/ Humans



Understanding the 
opportunities for 
improvement through 
Analytics and  Insights

Leverage Machine 
Learning, integrate 
Guidance and 
expand Capabilities 

Continuously improve AI



Continuously improve AI



Continuously improve AI



Transform into an AI-first Product

Set & Measure AIʼs Impact Align AI with Humans Improve AI Continuously



Thank You


